
Twist-No-Twist Module
Pitney Bowes High Productivity Inputs (HPI) Line

Run virtually any application regardless of face-up or 
face-down orientation
Pitney Bowes Twist-no-Twist module eliminates print

orientation challenges that typically limit the number and

types of applications that run on an inserter. Now face-up 

or face-down, roll, cut sheet or continuous forms can be

processed on one high speed inserter platform at speeds up 

to 22,000 collations per hour - and there is no need for costly

print stream changes!

The Twist-no-Twist module gives you the flexibility to process

any application by flipping folded/letter, tri-fold and half fold

applications. This allows mail operations to improve workload

balance between inserters, while processing more applications,

helping to increase productivity and ensure SLAs are met. The

Twist-no-Twist is available on new APS™ Advanced Productivity

Series and FPS™ Flexible Productivity Series inserter systems.

Flip the Flexibility Switch
The Twist-no-Twist can be deactivated or bypassed at any time

based on the print format of the materials you are processing.

FPS™ Flats Flexibility 
The Twist-no-Twist is also available on the Pitney Bowes FPS,

folded applications are flipped as needed. When it’s time to

process flats, the Twist-no-Twist is simply deactivated and the

flats mail passes directly through the module to the chassis for

processing as usual.

Smooth Delivery 
The Twist-no-Twist is designed to reduce jams as the collation

is twisted and transferred - the buffer automatically ensures

the correct alignment of the collation before it is passed to

the chassis.

Application Dedication Is a Thing of the Past
The Twist-no-Twist module eliminates the need to run specific

applications on dedicated systems, creating new opportunities

for high speed platform consolidation. Run more applications

on one high speed system, reclaim precious floor space and

establish a more efficient and effective workflow in your

mailing operations with the Twist-no-Twist.

The Twist-No-Twist in Action 
Don’t blink or you’ll miss it!
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Collations are

fed in to the

module at

speeds up 

to 22,000 

per hour...

...twist 180

degrees...

...and delivered

to the chassis.



Pitney Bowes Limited
Document Messaging Technologies
Raleigh Way, Feltham. TW13 7NQ
Tel: 020 8465 4614   Fax: 020 8465 4646 
email: enquiries@pbdmt.co.uk
www.pbdmt.co.uk

Pitney Bowes provides the world’s most comprehensive suite of mailstream software,
hardware, services and solutions to help companies manage their flow of mail, documents and
packages to improve communication. Pitney Bowes, with $5.5 billion in annual revenue, takes
an all-inclusive view of its customers’ operations, helping organisations of all sizes enjoy the
competitive advantage that comes from an optimised mailstream. The company’s 86 years of
technological leadership have produced many major mailstream innovations, and it is
consistently on the Intellectual Property Owners Association’s list of top U.S. patent holders.
With approximately 34,000 employees worldwide, Pitney Bowes serves more than 2 million
businesses through direct and dealer operations. More information about the company can be
found at www.pb.com. EM
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